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The Friends of Regency Square Blog no 33  
July  2018 

 
WEEK 1 MIXING THE MULCH, LOCAL      
OBJECTIONS, AN END TO THE NO-GO      
AREA? 
 
The heatwave is still with us together with the world          
cup football fever. Many people around Saturday       
morning - the afternoon was to be like a ghost town           
with everyone indoors watching the quarter finals. 
 
TURNING OVER THE OLD LEAVES 
Gill Wales looks after the squares’ compost boxes and         
each month turns over the contents - removing stuff         

which is not   
breaking down. 
Residents who  
contribute to the   
scheme are  
given the lock’s   
combination and  
bring their food   
waste to the   
bins.  
 
 
 
 
 
 

GILL WITH   
SPADE  

 
LOCAL OBJECTIONS TO OUR PLANS 
In asking for advice and authorization from City Parks         
about the planting of our 200th Birthday       
commemorative tree or shrub a handful of local        
residents have raised objections to being associated       
with the plans.  
But we shall continue to hope that we will get approval           
for the proposal - which is to be the centrepiece of our            
Birthday Party event planned for September. 
 
NEW LOOK FOR THE FRONT OF OUR SQUARE 
Good to report that the response by Friends to the          
proposed improvements to the front apron of our        
square including the possible sighting of a drinking        
fountain on our circular mound of stones continues to         
be very encouraging.  
We take issue with those few residents who want         
things to remain exactly as they are. What we have          
now is a dilapidated no-go area occupied by the         
motorcycles. We hope this will become an attractive        
Piazza with a new fountain, tables and chairs, an         
interesting concession  (maybe a flower stall/coffee tuk 

tuk)  with perhaps occasional pop-up street food fairs.  
We know this approach is appreciated by local        
residents and tourists alike and we have nearly 1500         
signatures gained over nearly three years to prove it.  
The related petition is to improve the state of repair to           
railings, stonework and dangerous pebbles in this area        
and is to be presented to the Council on the 19th July.            
If successful this will help transform the front of our          
square and allow us to create our Piazza. 
 
WEEK 2 BREAKFAST TRADE BATTLE?     
THE IMPORTANCE OF THE BEACH     
TUNNEL 
 
With Saturday petition duty now finished (to be        
presented to the council next Thursday) I took Pelleas         
to the picnic arranged in Norfolk Square. Like most of          
the squares and green spaces in Brighton they        
arrange things throughout the year - planting days,        
picnics, children's events Christmas and Easter      

decorations.  
It was a beautiful hot     
day for the picnic which     
was a great success    
with their new flower    
baskets brimming with   
colour.  
 
      COLOURFUL ADDITION 
 

Children were well catered for and they had a visit          
from the local MP.  
Regency Square could well benefit from a bit of this          
community spirit - there is a lot we can learn from our            
neighbours.! 
 
THE COMMUNITY LINK 
Our beach tunnel links us directly to the new         
community of arches alongside the BA i360 - which is          
why we feature them so often in our blog. It links           
directly an area on which £5 million has been spent to           
the front of our square - the area around the memorial           
statue which - with the illegal motorcycle parking and         
maintenance neglect - has become a dilapidated       
no-go area. 
Newly opened this month alongside our beach tunnel        
entrance is the Flour Pot bakery (shown below with -          
inset - their appetising service counter). They are        
already providing strong competition for the Murmur       
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Restaurant next door and will be competing for the         
breakfast business. 
Our tunnel exhibition, new direction signage and the        
hoped for improvements to the front of our square         
should eventually result in bringing over new business        
and activity to both sides of the road.  
 
WEEK 3 MORE SCREENS TO BLOCK      
OUR VIEW, PETITION PRESENTED,    
BARBED WIRE TO KEEP OUT THE KIDS! 
 
In last months blog we pondered whether the i360’s         
green (now white) screen in their security hub was the          
thin end of the wedge in eventually blocking off our          
view of the old West Pier.  

And so it has come to pass       
already. Last week ten    
massive 6’ x 9’ hoardings     
were erected across the    
front of the upper    
esplanade supporting a   
commercial ‘photo display. 
Had this been approved by     
the landlords - The West     
Pier Trust and/or our local     
conservation groups? 
We doubt it! 
 
 
 
 
 
10 BOARDS  BLOCK OUR VIEW 
  

PETITION WELL RECEIVED 
On Thursday we presented our petition to the full         
council which is now being referred to one of the          
specialist sub-committees. It received applause and      
cross party support. 
We are asking for repairs and decorations to the front          
of the square including the suggestion that they revert         
to their original colour and so therefore are again         
maintained by the Seafront Painting Team. 
The very last scene of the film Carry on Girls made           
on the old West Pier in the early seventies shows          
Regency Square blending in much more effectively       
into the seafront environment of iconic Brighton Blue        
lamp posts, bollards ard railings.  
Of course we like to refer to the colour as Regency           
Green! And now the new fleet of hire bikes certainly          
adds to the profile of the seafronts iconic colour!. 
 
A NEW PLANTING COMMUNITY . 
The Friends would like to be involved in setting up the           
kind of Planting Group now very popular with other         
neighbouring parks and squares who arrange each       
month regular planting days to get together.  
Issues which the Planting Group could discuss include        
what we could do with central and very unpopular         
clump of bushes in our top garden, the possible         
sighting of a wildflower bank, the use of flower baskets          
and/or units containing bedding plants for the front of         
our square and also a low profile shed for our tools.           

We can also investigate crowd funding for our various         
schemes and can refer to the council for help. 
We are not talking about major landscaping proposals        
which are very unlikely to achieve funding in this         
current climate and which we feel has - for too long -            
prevented us from focussing on much smaller more        
attainable goals. 
Please continue to let us have your views. 
 
KEEPING OUT CHILDREN WITH BARBED WIRE  
Records from over 100 years ago show that residents         
of Regency Square were determined to keep the        
square exclusively for their use even though the        
council had purchased it as a public square at the end           
of the 19th Century, The square was then completely         
surrounded by fences and barbed wire was one of the          
suggestions for a deterrent!  
Sadly there still remains small pockets of       
exclusiveness and the Friends believe we will get more         
support from the Council and other funding bodies with         
the much more inclusive approach now adopted by the         
residents of most parks, squares and green spaces. 
 
SUPPORT FOR A DRINKING FOUNTAIN 
We learn this week that the council have earmarked         
six general locations for new public drinking fountains        
in the battle against plastic pollution. 
Our campaign to have such a fountain in our front          
garden has had much support and we have asked to          
have us included in future discussions.  
We are now planning another petition requesting       
further support for our plans to create a new Piazza.          
We will be asking the council to make the appropriate          
licensing arrangements to help bring this about. for the         
front of our square. 
We are convinced that as we have now provided extra          
motorcycle bays for our resident motorcyclists we can        
eliminate the problem of illegal motorcycle parking in        
this area by the creation of a new Piazza. Hopefully          
this will eventually include the new drinking fountain on         
our circular mound of stones which we believe was         
designed for such a use..  
When we start using this area the motorcyclists will         
soon find somewhere else to park. 
 
WEEK 4  IN NEED OF RAIN AND COLOUR 
 
The prolonged heatwave is    
now over. It is many years      
since the square has looked     
so brown and parched.  
During such weather the    
hanging baskets of flowers in     
Preston St certainly add some     
colour and a few of these in       
Regency Square would make    
lots of difference. The Friends     
will follow up the idea of a       
contract with advice from the     
Council.                      NR 30/7/208 
 
 
LAMP POST COLOUR 
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